Helmet
DECAL
Suggested Application Technique
READ THESE EASY INSTRUCTIONS FIRST TO SAVE $$$ AND TIME!
1.)

Start with a clean dry helmet surface and clean fingers.

2.)

Take your time… Before you peel the liner (backing) from the decal, align the decal on the helmet to get an
idea of exactly where you want it. You can always use a crayon or pencil to mark where the edges are going
to be. Wipe it off later. Peel the liner off the decal. Don’t let it stick to itself.

3.)

Take your time, position the decal, and stick the center down to the helmet first.

Follow the steps in this diagram
and the corresponding photos below:
STEPS 1 & 2: Slide your thumbs from the
center out to the edges sticking the decal to the
helmet. The top and bottom should still be curling
up as shown in the photo.
STEPS 3 & 4: Slide your thumbs or fingers up (3) and down (4) pressing the decal onto the
helmet. Now Stop: You should now see “air tunnels” in the shape of funnels between where
you rubbed the decal down.
STEPS 1 & 2:

Important: Steps 5, 6, 7, & 8: Always rub from the center of the decal out to the edge. And
always rub down the center of the air tunnel (Look at the diagram again). Each time you do
this it will create two narrower air tunnels on each side of the one you are rubbing out. In a
few steps all the air tunnels will have disappeared!
If you are hasty, or try to rub too big of an air tunnel out at once, it
can condense the vinyl too much. This will result in the vinyl pushing
up from the helmet. With a little patience and practice, you can
become a Pro!
The finished application should be clean and professional looking
without puckers. Any air bubbles will dissipate.

STEPS 3 & 4:
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